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Operator:
Welcome to On Cloud, the podcast for Cloud Professionals where we breakdown the state of Cloud Computing today, and how you can 
unleash the power of Cloud for your Enterprise. Now here's your host David Linthicum.

David Linthicum
This is the Deloitte, On Cloud Podcast for Cloud Professionals, my name is David Linthicum Cloud Computing SME, Author, Speaker, 
B-List Geek with Deloitte Consulting LLP and here today we have our special guest where Google Next is going be Chen Goldberg, she 
is a Technology Leader with 18 years of experience, leading global engineering teams, product R&D initiatives and high profile customer 
engagements for Fortune 500 Enterprises. Yes, I looked at your bio, it had some pretty interesting stuff, so what are the highlights, like in the 
last 10 years with things that you’ve worked on that you kind of think that’s really a cool gig that I did?

Chen Goldberg
So definitely the coolest thing is what I'm doing now, is working on the Cloud Native Technologies at Google (0:01:00) and building Kubernetes, 
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Kubernetes Engine. But overall if I’m looking back 10 years, I think that I enjoyed doing many diverse things, so I’ve been also doing 
professional services before in working with customers including working and building software, on-prem software and software as a service. 
So together I think that gave me a lot of perspective of the problems that customers have today.

David Linthicum 
So what got you interested in Containers, was is the job in Google or was it something that you were obviously passionate about before you 
joined Google?

Chen Goldberg 
I usually introduce myself as an infrastructure person, every time I try to move away to go away from infrastructure and do some application 
development, I always find myself again in the infrastructure and the platform space. Even if I’m looking 20 years’ back I was in an 
infrastructure team really trying to help engineers to be more productive, while are still keeping our applications reliable. I started my career 
in the Israeli Army, that was my charter – my teams charter to do so, it wasn’t called the pass back then, (0:02:00) but it was about something 
very similar that we have built and ever since that problem of improving engineering productivity and really letting people be able to innovate 
and focus on what matters the most, and making sure that our part is the most boring it can be, that’s what I like doing the most.

David Linthicum
So, Kubernetes is something I say probably 10 to 15 times a day but some of our listeners may not understand really that the details behind it, 
so give us a quick explanation of what Kubernetes is and what it does and the role it plays within Enterprise IT.

Chen Goldberg 
So, I think the best way – place to start with explaining Kubernetes is actually talking about the origin of Kubernetes. Google has been running 
Containers for over 15 years now; everything you know about Google is running in Containers from Maps to YouTube to our own Cloud that 
runs on Containers. And internally we have a system that helps us manage all those applications, container’s application its scale. And when 
we came with our – with Google Cloud it was clear for us that it’s something that customers will need. (0:03:00) So we saw that in the industry 
Containers got significant traction because it makes things simplified, and it was really allowing developers to package their applications and 
quickly deploy them because they were light weight. But this is not sufficient, because an application usually will actually include multiple 
Containers, and you need to have a way to distribute them, deploy them, manage them. So Kubernetes is a platform for managing containers 
applications and doing really everything for you, high focus on automation and making sure that there are something that people shouldn't 
care about. The biggest benefit about Kubernetes is the portability aspect, the way we have built Kubernetes is an Open Source project, we 
ensure that it will work on any platform, there are clear abstractions that allows us to integrate with different platforms, so today you can run 
Kubernetes on Bare Metal, on Winware and then of course on all the Clouds, within Clouds.

David Linthicum 
So, Kubernetes is kind of an abstraction layer that were looking at between (0:04:00) the applications that we arere running and the operating 
systems in other words it’s sitting between them and handling the differences between the platforms the actually Native platforms that we 
are on and the applications that we are running?

Chen Goldberg 
Yes, the infrastructure - but more than that it also gives you primitives to manage things at scale, for example ability to have auto scaling, so 
if you know that there is more need from your specific application then Kubernetes knows how to automatically redeploy your application in 
more nodes, more machines in order to meet that demand.

David Linthicum
So cluster management scheduling, the ability to provide auto capabilities, so once I launch my Containers into the Kubernetes clusters that’s 
at there and I actually wrote about this so I remember little bit about it. But it has the capability to in essence to make decisions for me in 
terms of how it’s going to be aligned and how it’s going to be built.

Chen Goldberg 
Exactly the way Kubernetes is doing it by the way it’s in a declarative way, the system knows how things to be and works so that desired mode 
(0:05:00) all the time. The last thing I would mention about Kubernetes which I think is actually the strongest point about it is that we really 
invested in the extensibility of the system and the result of that is there is a very rich ecosystem around it. So not only – much it is a positive 
on any infrastructure but there is a lot of tools that support Kubernetes for monitoring, for CICD integration and I think that’s really makes 
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a rich environment for customers to choose Kubernetes because then they can choose from a very rich ecosystem of tools and they’re not 
being locked into any of them.

David Linthicum
Yes I remember a couple of years ago at a conference, they declared Kubernetes the winner,  and got a lot of criticism for that but this is 
really if you are looking in terms of the container ecosystem really kind of Cloud Orchestration there is things out there you can leverage, and 
there is the Apache stuff and other stuff that’s out there that are provided by providers but Kubernetes is probably 80 to 90% of the market 
(0:06:00) would you agree?

Chen Goldberg:
I agree that Kubernetes today the industry standard for managing container’s applications we don’t expect that everything will be 
containerized definitely not today and because of that there is lot of emphasizing Kubernetes on extensibility, integration and also how can 
you achieve interoperability with other systems.

David Linthicum
Yes, and that’s the core thing, in other words I can certainly put SAP in your container but there really is no reason I’m going to do that, unless 
I'm going to have sort of architectural approach, and start dividing these things up and something is more logical and distributed, they can 
run within Kubernetes and perhaps run between different instances of Kubernetes and really you can go nuts with this kind of technology, 
because it provides a scalability, it’s kind of built-in there which wasn’t built in the original kind of container instances - they were following 
over all the time, when I was working on them. The ability to link with data systems, the ability to link with scheduling systems, the ability to do 
in a secure way and a governed way and so that’s the capabilities. (0:07:00) So let’s talk about Google Next, we are here at Google Next, we are 
in the Deloitte Hospitality Suite and ultimately, what are some of the top three announcements that you guys have made around Kubernetes 
and what’s kind of newsworthy in the Kubernetes’s space for this conference?

Chen Goldberg 
So, Kubernetes actually took a big place on the day one keynotes from Diane to Sundar to Urs,  all of them talked about it, I think the first 
thing was about our commitment to Open Cloud and investing in “Open Source Technologies” and I think that’s something again very 
important very rooted in the Google culture about giving freedom of choice to our customers and they can integrate and really emphasis 
on the flexibility of our systems. Besides that we announced GK on-prem, we have been  – we have Google Kubernetes Engine which is our 
managed offering of Kubernetes, it’s been GA almost for three years, August, 25 I think I when we – it will be three years, so we are almost 
there (0:08:00) and what we’ve been hearing from our customers that they love GKE, they like the managed capability, the automation, 
the reliability of the system we keep it current, so we make sure that we are upgrading to the most recent Kubernetes version available, 
but customers have some business constraints and not everything is in the Cloud for them. And they really want to benefit from the 
modernization, I think tying modernization with moving to Cloud is something that is sometimes hard to do, because everybody want to 
modernize but not necessarily you always want to move everything to the Cloud. Few examples -- is for example if you want to take a Best 
of Breed Approach and you might be have multiple environments because of regulations sometimes you have to keep some of your data 
or some of your applications on-prem or in the specific data center that you have and we said, “okay, let’s just do it, okay”. And this is where 
GK on-prem became a product that we’ve been working on and we are providing a Google Kubernetes managed, configured and supported 
(0:09:00) on-prem, and that was actually my demo yesterday, it was for the first time we deployed an application form GCP, from Google 
Cloud Platform into  an on-prem cluster.

David Linthicum
Yes, I think that’s going to be a big selling point for Kubernetes because I think some of the limitations if we go into Enterprises with kind of a 
pure Cloud message, that’s not always going to be the case and so number one lots of applications can’t move and shouldn’t move, there is 
reasons for keeping them on-prem, so its performance, security or its convenience. And the ability to kind of balance in between the public 
cloud and the on-prem systems, kind of a pragmatic hybrid cloud seems to be the wave of 2019 - 2020 because I think people are really kind 
of asking the right questions that it’s not always good to place everything into the public cloud and ultimately how do I make things work in 
my environment and what tools and technologies are going to be there to make it happen, because I think what we are telling them now is 
that, you have to use your old legacy systems and make it work with some of the cloud stuff – some of the public cloud based technologies 
(0:10:00) but what you are saying is, you can have Kubernetes in the Cloud and Kubernetes on premise and so you kind of get the best of both 
worlds, but you get the same platform, and you also get the portability of Containers between the two platforms.

Chen Goldberg
And really what’s unique about Google solution, so it’s not Kubernetes on prem exist for years now and there are many people that are 
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running it. But what we are achieving by GK on prem is a consistency between all environments. So we will do upgrade for example the same 
way - we’ll have the same Kubernetes version, so today it’s – you can achieve that by its (Inaudible 0:10:32) by the user, and we will make sure 
that for our customers we will achieve that consistency, so they need to invest less time on management, training and learning different 
environments. So yes it is a hybrid environment, hybrid platform, consistent experience between both of them and we are still not losing the 
portability or the no-locking as you are mentioning.

Chen Goldberg
Then also Kubernetes if I've been watching kind of the releases and the upgrades it’s been improving continuously (0:11:00) like every quarter 
or so I’m seeing releases coming out from Kubernetes and so I have to kind of keep-up with what’s going on and make sure I don’t relay that 
information, enterprises that are leveraging at. So you are going to keep up the phase of Kubernetes releases going forward?

Chen Goldberg 
That’s the plan but we are trying to make it more boring in every version that we are doing and we are actually investing a lot in the ecosystem. 
So in the last couple of years we invested in the way to extend Kubernetes and that’s really that will bring me to the other announcements 
that I think are important coming from GCP Next. One of them is ISTIO, I don’t know if you heard about ISTIO?

David Linthicum
I am.

Chen Goldberg
So just for our audience, ISTIO is an other Open Source project that Google Open Source together with IBM and leveraging Envoy Proxy in this 
project and it is also based on Google experience and what it does, it decouples the development of services from the operations, okay, so 
if I’m a developer and I can write my service but I don’t need to invest (0:12:00) any time in doing something that every App developers they 
do like monitoring authentication logging and so on, traffic management. And instead we have ISTIO that gives operations a sophisticated 
tool that will allow them do network traffic management for example to do  monitoring for all services. The biggest announcement also is that 
ISTIO is now is ISTIO 1.0 this week, and we also already have a few customers using that in production like eBay and Auto Trader and others 
but those are the names I can say publically.

David Linthicum
Yes. That’s exciting stuff so that kind of shoots us into the kind of a question than I had, I can get a ton I would love to get your, view, your 
opinion on this. The ability to use containerization and certainly container orchestration like Kubernetes with the DevOps organization 
and there is – putting these things together is where moving people into Cloud kind of DevOps has been pulled in, as a way in which we 
can do continuous improvement of the applications and get them up to the – through a nice little DevOps process and nice little DevOps 
chain. (0:13:00). There is more containerization that’s appearing on the development front, people are leveraging Containers in Kubernetes 
to build them, how does that change the process and what are kind of the key considerations as we leverage Kubernetes within a DevOps 
environment?

Chen Goldberg
So definitely both Containers and Kubernetes really provide a lot of tools for having a DevOps process now when we say DevOps it’s about in 
my mind it’s trying to automate because that’s what gives you the speed, as when you automate things you get speed. The other thing that 
gives you speed is by the decoupling concerns and this is where I think things like ISTIO and Kubernetes really gives Ops the tools without 
actually slowing down developers. Okay I can apply new security policies, without having any code changes in my app. I can change my 
monitoring practices again without having any changes in my app. So instead of just giving everything to the developer (0:14:00) it is actually 
allowing both operations and developer teams to move fast without interfering.
 
David Linthicum
And that’s kind of that notion behind DevOps, right?

Chen Goldberg
Yes.

David Linthicum
The ability kind of reduce the silos between the development operation which is kind of a cultural change, I find it’s a people challenge much 
as it is a technology challenge, but now we were kind of limited by the technology, we had limitations in a way which we deploy things and 
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especially when you get into Containers because you have specific tools and things like that have to be integrated with all  these integration 
tools and integration management tools and  search – control tools and all these sort of things. But you are taking some of that stuff off of the 
developer’s heads and basically automating the things between them.

Chen Goldberg
Yes, and in general we see in the industry that the industry is trying to create more standardization which will be easier to integrate those 
tools. We have learned that actually having friction and fragmentation is not helping our users and I’m really happy that the industry is moving 
towards that direction.

David Linthicum
So ultimately what are top three tips that you would provide enterprises in leveraging Containers I find this is kind of a challenge to me as 
someone who is teaching this stuff, the ability to kind of find the right target applications, the ability trying to write the problems that we’re 
looking to solve so what would be an example of a problem that you’re seeing within enterprises that would be a good fit for containerization 
maybe net new in existing applications?

Chen Goldberg
We actually have seen both I think the most important thing when choosing an application is really having everybody bought in about the 
benefits, because at the end I think it’s a technology and there is some work to do in order to create the Platform of course start small and 
then learn from that, but as you said what we hear is mostly that there is an organizational shift right breaking the silos having different teams 
own things. So by just starting small and understanding what we need to change in the culture or in the practices (0:16:00) this is the most 
important thing. From the application itself we have seen everything running on Containers by now. I can mention that 40% of our clusters in 
GKE are running Stateful Workloads for example.

David Linthicum
Let’s see I’m in an enterprise I’m looking to get into Containers and so a lot of enterprises feel like there is a party going on out here with the 
technology we haven’t been invited and so now they’re starting to move their workloads in the Cloud and they’re looking for containerization 
and Kubernetes and they’re looking for all of these various tools to come into play to simplify how these – some of these migrations occur and 
finding kind of the right fits. So let’s talk about two things, let’s talk about the cultural transformation in terms of people - sometimes I think 
I should have got a psychology degree not a computer science degree I mean more successful my job and let’s talk about the technology 
implementation. So from a cultural implementation what are the stepwise things that they should do to change people’s opinion about 
Containers (0:17:00) adopting Containers and then what are the technologies that they should be focusing on and kind of small medium large 
kind of things?

Chen Goldberg
The first thing is to agree that agility matters and also especially if you’re not – if it’s a (inaudible 0:17:16) and it's not a new application is 
agreeing to pay the technical debt that is required. As an Engineering Manager I don’t think that actually there’s anything new about it because 
there’s always technical debt, we are always doing some kind of refactoring whether people recognize it or not.

David Linthicum
Well it is engineering in Google. We have a tendency especially in the valley to kind of get very much into what the enabling technology is and 
it’s kind of left behind for a lot of the rank and file companies, so I’m kind of thinking about how do we transform the culture there?

Chen Goldberg
That’s a good point and actually I wasn’t thinking about my experience at Google but actually from there was before that I was working HP 
Software actually working with a lot of Enterprises the realities that because of regulations (0:18:00) there’s actually changes that needs to 
happen so I think I would try and choose actually an application that needs this – some kind of a change like that, and then try to merge it 
with Containers. Now with the same Container sometime people think it’s all about actually breaking it to macro services, but that doesn’t 
necessarily have to be the case. You can take an existing application and containerize it and simply package it in any Container and also 
already get some of the benefits of this technology stack. So that’s actually probably the easiest way to start and learn the tools and the 
ecosystem around it.

David Linthicum
Yes, some of the things the tricks that I did was would started out with a high profile based application we went ahead and containerize and 
converted so we did some micro serverless conversion but when we put in a reduction that’s where the lights kind of came on they realized 
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that they can move it between the different platforms, they could leverage it from remote based systems it was a ultimate scalability you could 
get up to 10,000 users at a time (0:19:00) in this thing which is something they couldn’t scale in the future and that kind of change hearts and 
minds around the utilization of this technology. So do you think this is about picking problem domains that are going to be the highest profile 
within the organization or is this about picking the cool stuff or is that a good way to do it?

Chen Goldberg
It depends on the culture, sometimes if it's the highest profile project – have too much attention for it but definitely it should be a team that 
is committed to the idea of increasing agility because I agree with the first time we’ve done it in my in my previous team when we containerize 
and then we had this amazing testing system that actually allow us to test, and redeploy our system all the time with every change of the code 
and we had no regressions anymore. That actually really lowers our cost of maintenance of the environment because every change we do we 
have we can ensure it's the right thing and we are not breaking anything.

David Linthicum
Yes, I think you bring a good point and as I do a lot of writing and speaking (0:20:00) about the agility aspect of it and the ability to kind of 
make your business changeable around demands in the market and accommodating different changes things like that. What I’m seeing now is 
kind of a crisis emerging we’re kind of stepping out of a technical to talk here and talking here and talking in business talk where the speed of 
change is increasing outside of these larger corporations and the corporations in turn – including internal I.T. aren’t able to keep up the same 
pace of change and so where they could 20 years ago, they can’t now and their markets are being disrupted by smaller players and sometimes 
other competitors in the marketplace, so this is really about and Kubernetes is enabling technologies and there were lots of other stuff, but 
this is really about your ability to provide an infrastructure to provide an application development environment that’s able to change what I 
call it at the “Speed of Need” in other words that when you need it you have the speed to basically keep up with it and maybe even go a little 
further, so that’s ultimately what people should be considering do you agree with that?

Chen Goldberg
I agree, (0:21:00) and I have few examples from our own customer that these are exactly where they needed the speed the most this is where 
they started sometimes our customers are saying that we think Google Kubernetes Engine they are deploying new versions up to 50 times a 
day.

David Linthicum
Wow!

Chen Goldberg
Yes.

David Linthicum
So the thing is that’s the idea of DevOps right and so with something kind of inconceivable 30 years ago or 20 years ago, back when my 
career started but ultimately we can go ahead and make the code changes, press a button as you said it goes through an automated testing 
process it goes through additional security checks, it goes through all these various tool chains that we have and some of them work well 
and some of them maybe little iffy but ultimately we’ll put out on the target, the target system on the target platform. So whether I'm building 
Containers or if I'm building Node.js applications or whatever I’m going to go ahead and make the change of the code, and it’s going to really 
kind of accommodate, it’s going to extract me from the complexity of the development environments, abstract me from the complexity of the 
operation’s environment and therefore I can think as a developer (0:22:00) and how to do my job extremely while be creative and innovative 
was kind of the role of human beings to begin with versus tracking every bend and all these other things I used to deal with back in the days 
when I was a developer. So I mean that’s very cool is what it’s like the next couple of years what kind of improvements we’re going to see 
around that?

Chen Goldberg
We are talking about the technologies like “Kubernetes” and “ISTIO” but this is just the beginning.

David Linthicum
Right.

Chen Goldberg
Okay, so we are in the beginning of our journey. I do expect that because we’ll see more adoption, we’ll see more emphasize around security. 
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We actually introduced the term of “Security Portability” so talking about portability of workloads but how can I achieve consistency with 
the same security policies everywhere I go right. Customers are concerned about GDPR for example other regulations how can they make 
sure they have – they are compatible with all those regulations wherever they are that’s a big thing what I expect will have more and will 
see more around that.

David Linthicum
What about “Centralization Container Repositories” the ability to leverage what I call “OPC - Other People’s Code” which is kind (0:23:00) of 
cool - if I can find a Container that does something I’m definitely not going to build it this probably goes to laziness of me being a developer, 
are we going to have this larger ecosystem of repositories for Containers and scripts and things like that and automation scripts and tools 
and software out there to leverage from?

Chen Goldberg
That’s probably already there, but I think that where we will actually see it go is more into consuming services so versus just taking a code 
just using leveraging a service provider that already provides that service and you really don’t need to take care of that like a “Blackbox” 
offering, and we see more marketplaces – and that might be will ties back to one another announcement that we have made, so we 
introduced in GCP Marketplace a new Kubernates Applications, production ready they are been built by our third party partners they’re all 
vetted, security vulnerability scanned, monitored and everything together is packaged production ready for our users to use.

David Linthicum
And I can leverage that as a service?

Chen Goldberg
Some of them yes and some of them you can deploy them into your cluster and it also supports a multi-cluster environment (0:24:00) so 
you can actually deploy that to any Kubernetes cluster there is.

David Linthicum
So you brought up a good point I think specifically for building cluster Containers orchestrating – Container platforms things like that 
the ability to kind of leverage all these various things as a service whether it's micro-services something very discrete or whether it’s a 
meta-service it does something like dual taxes and things like that. If I’m leveraging all of these various services from outside and this is 
something we’re dealing with 15 years ago actually here in San Francisco, we were doing some Cloud based stuff but we have a tendency 
to if we’re able to get to the power that kind of make things overcomplicated and have too many kind of links in the chain that can break, 
is there a limitation that’s there now that we need to think about or is this just basically a matter of testing to make sure that it works and 
typically we’re going to have the services there, because I think about it now I have some applications that are calling 50, 60 externally API’s 
on different services and they seem to work fine, but ultimately there is some distribution (0:25:00) risk that sits there.

Chen Goldberg
Agree and this is where you can see the space of a API Management and Service Management and technologies like “ISTIO” really come 
to light because customers saying “Okay it becomes almost too easy to consume and build micro services and services” so how can we 
manage this environment and from our perspective this is really about decoupling from development into the operations so that aspect to 
where we started.

David Linthicum
It’s really kind of a good thing we get to the centralization of some of the things that are typically going to be redundant, we have some 
architectural capabilities there that weren’t available to us 15 years ago things are things I tried back then and other people have tried back 
then just didn’t work because of imitations in terms of the bandwidth and things like that we use to make “Course Green Services versus 
Fine Grain Services” “Fine Grain Services” were actually micro services because if you did micro services they’d saturated the bandwidth 
too much but now that we are bandwidth rich we have the capability of kind of building these abstractions (0:26:00) of these various 
services that are out there, leveraging platforms such as Kubernetes which is a great deal because it’s able to scale and it’s able to consider 
all the outside links and able to consider the links in the databases and things like that, so we’re getting to the point where development 
is really kind of something that’s going to operate at the speed of thinking; in essence the tools are getting so good that I mean to build 
things as I think of them versus having to go to this big waterfall methodology and things like that so that’s a great future for us is it not and 
are you guys talking about that in Google?
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Chen Goldberg
You can see me smiling because I am excited about this future and Google again this is not my expertise but it is investing in things like 
Auto ML okay making sure that every developer can access machine learning capabilities that’s amazing there are some awesome things 
you can do with that, so I expect we’ll see much more innovation - I think it will change our life.

David Linthicum
Yes the innovation comes with availability of the technology I think (0:27:00) that’s what kind of comes into it people got better at 
innovating with computer systems when the PC came about and they got better at innovating with IT when the “World Wide Web” was 
born and the ability to kind of access these very high end systems that have these sophisticated capabilities as a service is kind of the 
next generation of stuff me and we couldn’t deal with machine learning or AI back in the day because it would cost $10 million bucks to 
get the servers up and running, now it’s free or 10 bucks a month or something like that to get these things in place and the ability to 
kind of provide these capabilities down in the hands of people that typically didn’t have them I would say allowing them to punch about 
their way is something that’s really kind of game changing it’s really kind of an exciting industry to be in based on the fact that that’s going. 
Anyway we could go we could go on for days what’s next for “Google Next” and also where can we find information on “Google Next” in the 
announcements on the web, and where can we find you on the web and do some shameless self-promotion.

Chen Goldberg
So of course if you want to find anything just Google it, (0:28:00) so you can go to GoogleCloud.com and find things around all the new 
announcement that we have been doing. What’s next we will continue and see how Google is investing more in our enterprise customers 
Google Cloud and really partnering I think we had a great sentiment yesterday on the keynote were the CEO of Target was on stage and 
he said that he felt that he partnered with Google Cloud and actually the engineering team of Target partnered with the engineering 
team of Google Cloud, and I expect we will see and hear more of our customers talk about that experience because that’s really what it is, 
customers are making a decision and they expect that decision will last into the future.

David Linthicum
As someone who has worked with Google over the years, I can say that it's easy to work with and they have a great technology, and it’s 
really great to learn about this technology. So thank you very much for being on the podcast and best of luck.

Chen Goldberg
Thank you very much for having me - I had a great time.

Operator:
Thank you for listening to “On Cloud” for Cloud Professionals with David Linthicum. (0:29:00) Connect with David on Twitter and LinkedIn 
and visit the “Deloitte on Cloud Blog” at www.deloitte.com/us/deloitte-on-cloud-blog be sure to rate and review the show on your favorite 
Podcast App.
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